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APA Book Design Awards
 Shortlisted | 2002 | 2004 | 2005 
 Finalist  | 2009 | 2010 
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 Shortlisted  | 1998 | 2003 | 2005 | 2009 
 Commended  | 2004 
 Highly Commended  | 2002
 Joint Winner  | 2009 
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Write Well the newest series, cover re-vamp [Pearson Australia]



Top: SCI series, original Photoshop file from which the 4 covers were ‘cut’ [Pearson Australia]
Bottom: SCI 1, Shortlisted 2002 APA Design Awards



Title page and double page spread from SCI 2 [Pearson Australia]



Double page spreads from SCI 2 [Pearson Australia]



VoiceWorks 1 [Pearson Australia]
Highly Commended, 2002 APA Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards

2002 Victorian Drama Teachers Award



Sample pages from various books of VoiceWorks 1 [Pearson Australia]



Inquizitive Maths, Emergent [Pearson Australia]
Australian version based on an American series, with changes to text, graphics and photographs to suit the Australian market,  

then re-purposed for the Canadian and United Kingdon markets



Pages from New Signpost Maths 7 [Pearson Australia] 
New Signpost Maths 7 and 8, Commended, 2004 APA Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards

New Signpost Maths 8, Shortlisted 2004 APA Design Awards



Cover, chapter opening page and double page spread, Food by Design 2, 2nd edition [Pearson Australia]



English Express 1 cover
Pages from English Express 1, a new full colour English series [Pearson Australia]



Pages from Oxford Mathematics for Victoria Year 9 [OUP]



Cover designs Food Solutions 1 & 2, 3 & 4 2e [Pearson Australia]



Pages from Food Solutions 1 & 2 2e [Pearson Australia]



Pages from Nelson Biology 3 & 4 2e [Thomson Learning] 
Shortlisted 2005 APA Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards



Pages from text design for Consumer Behaviour 9e [Thomson Learning]



Covers and cd labels of Listen to the Music 5e Course Book and Teacher’s Manual [McGraw-Hill]. There was also a Performance Book and  
DVD slick and booklet produced for this series. Winner, Secondary Teaching and Learning Package, 2008 Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards.



Pages from Listen to the Music 5e Course Book [McGraw-Hill]



Covers of the Recreational Sports series [Macmillan]



Various spreads from the Recreational Sports series [Macmillan]



Various spreads from Discovering Australian History [Cambridge University Press]



Cover of A Head Start To Hairdressing text design [Pearson, Sydney]
Joint Winner, TAFE and Vocational Education Single Title, APA Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards 2009 

Finalist, Best Designed Tertiary and Further Education Book, APA Book Design Awards 2009



Various spreads from A Head Start To Hairdressing text design [Pearson, Sydney]
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cl i e n t  s e r v i c e s

Cash registers
Cash registers are used to control the point of sale for an entire day’s trading.  Operating a cash register requires knowledge of how to:
9 set the float for the day 
9 process the transactions during the day
9 make sure all transactions are completed correctly
9 ensure cash transactions are processed in the correct manner
9 ensure non-cash transactions are processed correctly, e.g. electronic transfers,  cheque payments, store vouchers, credit coupons
9 keep the cash flow tidy according to salon security policy.
Most modern electronic cash registers have several programmed features to allow different users to be identified. Individual key codes are given to each person with permission to access the payment process. Modern cash registers also allow key codes for different service areas. This means that managers can process and record the percentage of sales for retail products versus the percentage for salon services. They can also itemise different sales according to pre-set areas.

Before any person is authorised to use electronic cash registers, they should be  trained by the salon or by the manufacturer of the cash register. 

Manual systems
Some salons, due to décor, cost or personal preference, will use a manual system to collect and store salon takings. These systems require you to document all transactions, manually open cash drawers, transfer cash and physically enter all sales calculations.

Business computers
Point-of-sale cash registers are often combined with a salon business computers in modern salons. These computers use salon management software that records client details, service history, current services and stock control. They can also be linked to the register that processes the payments from the customer. 

Business computers
Point-of-sale cash registers are often combined with a salon business computers in modern salons. These computers use salon management software that records client 

Figure 1.2 This is an example of an old-style barber shop 

from 1920’s New York. Here the barber shop quartet came 

into being, a product of too much time and not enough 

creative stimulation, and a few too many beers.

Figure 1.1 In some parts of the 
world, all you need is a chair, a 
sheet to wrap around your client’s 
shoulders, a pair of scissors and a 
comb ... and you’re in business.

a  h e a d  st a r t  to  h a i rd re s s i n g

Float
a set amount of money 

to provide change at the 
start of any transactions; 

the equivalent sum should 
remain at the finish of the 

proceedings
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Various spreads from text design of Investigating Religion [Cambridge University Press] 
I paged this book as well



Various spreads from text design of Investigating Religion [Cambridge University Press] 
I paged this book as well



Various spreads from Business Analysis and Valuation [Cengage Learning]
Finalist, The Best Designed Tertiary and Further Education Book, APA Book Design Awards 2010



Various spreads from Business Analysis and Valuation [Cengage Learning]



Various covers from the Building Skills and Plumbing Skills series [Pearson Australia, Sydney] — Basic Plumbing Services Skills: Gas Services, TAFE and 
Vocational Education Single Title Category Winner, 2011 APA Excellence in Educational Publishing Awards



Cover design and part title page of Services Marketing 5e [Pearson Australia, Sydney]



Various spreads from Services Marketing 5e [Pearson Australia, Sydney]



Cover design of Electrotechnology Practice 2e [Pearson Australia, Sydney]



Various spreads from Electrotechnology Practice 2e [Pearson Australia, Sydney]



Cover designs of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance and Events and Tourism Essentials [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Cover design [top] and spreads from Kitchen Operations 2e [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Various spreads from Kitchen Operations 2e [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Cover design of Commercial Cookery 2e and Event Management 4e [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Various spreads from Event Management 4e [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Cover design, title page from Psychology: From Inquiry to Understanding [Pearson Education, Sydney]



Various spreads from Psychology: From Inquiry to Understanding [Pearson Education, Sydney]


